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Washington-Beijing 
ties plunge further  
HONG KONG: China yesterday slammed the United
States for imposing “barbarous” sanctions in
response to Beijing’s crackdown in Hong Kong, cap-
ping a dramatic week of deteriorating relations
between the world’s two biggest economies. In the
toughest US action on Hong Kong since China
imposed a sweeping new security law on the territo-
ry, Washington on Friday sanctioned a group of
Chinese and Hong Kong officials-including the city’s
leader Carrie Lam.

The move came after President Donald Trump’s
administration forced Chinese internet giants TikTok
and WeChat to end all operations in the US, in a twin
diplomatic-commercial offensive set to grow ahead
of the US presidential election in November. China
yesterday criticized the sanctions as “barbarous and
rude”. “The ill intentions of US politicians to support
people who are anti-China and messing up Hong
Kong have been clearly revealed,” Beijing’s Liaison
Office in Hong Kong said in a statement.

The Treasury Department announced it was freez-
ing the US assets of Chief Executive Carrie Lam and
10 other senior officials, including Luo Huining-the
head of the Liaison Office. It accused the sanctioned
individuals of being “directly responsible for imple-
menting Beijing’s policies of suppression of freedom
and democratic processes”. The move criminalizes
any US financial transactions with the sanctioned
officials. In a short statement, Luo said he welcomed
the blacklisting. “I have done what I should do for the
country and for Hong Kong,” he said. “I don’t have a
dime’s worth in foreign assets.”

Tensions spike ahead of election 
Beijing’s security law was imposed in late June,

following last year’s huge pro-democracy protests in
Hong Kong, sending a political chill through the semi-
autonomous city. Since then, authorities have post-
poned elections, citing the coronavirus pandemic,
issued arrest warrants for six exiled pro-democracy
activists and launched a crackdown on other activists.
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said the security
law violated promises made by China ahead of Hong
Kong’s 1997 handover that the city could keep key
freedoms and autonomy for 50 years.

“Today’s actions send a clear message that the
Hong Kong authorities’ actions are unacceptable,”
Pompeo said in a statement. The US measures come
three months ahead of the November election in
which Trump, who is behind his rival Joe Biden, is
campaigning hard on an increasingly strident anti-
Beijing message. As public disapproval has grown for
his handling of the pandemic, Trump has pivoted from
his previous focus on striking a trade deal with China
to blaming the country for the coronavirus crisis.

Tik Tok, WeChat bans 
On Thursday, Trump made good on previous

threats against WeChat and TikTok-two Chinese-
owned apps with major audiences that US officials
say pose a national security threat. In an executive
order, Trump gave Americans 45 days to stop doing
business with the platforms, effectively setting a
deadline for a potential, under-pressure sale of
TikTok to Microsoft. —AFP

BEIRUT: Lebanon’s president said its investigation
into the biggest blast in Beirut’s history would
examine whether it was caused by a bomb or other
external interference, as residents sought to rebuild
shattered homes and lives. Rescuers sifted rubble in
a race to find anyone still alive after Tuesday’s port
explosion that killed 154 people, injured 5,000,
destroyed a swathe of the Mediterranean city and
sent seismic shockwaves around the region.

“The cause has not been determined yet. There
is a possibility of external interference through a
rocket or bomb or other act,” President Michel
Aoun told local media. Aoun, who had previously
said explosive material was stored unsafely for
years at the port, said the investigation would also
weigh if the blast was due to negligence or an acci-
dent. Twenty people had
been detained so far, he
added. One source said
an initial probe blamed
negligence.

While the United
States has said it did not
rule out an attack, Israel,
which has fought several
wars with Lebanon, has
denied any role. Turkish
President Tayyip Erdogan
said the cause was
unclear, but compared the blast to a 2005 bombing
that killed former Prime Minister Rafiq Al-Hariri.
Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah, leader of Lebanon’s
powerful Shiite group Hezbollah, denied what he
said were “preconceived” comments both domesti-
cally and abroad that the Iran-backed group had
arms stored at the port.

He called for a fair investigation and strict
accountability for anyone responsible without any
political cover. “Even if a plane struck, or if it was
an intentional act, if it turns out this nitrate had
been at the port for years in this way, it means
part of the case is absolutely negligence and cor-
ruption,” he said. The customs director and a
predecessor were arrested later on Friday. At

Beirut’s Mohammad Al-Amin mosque, next to
Hariri’s grave, chief cleric Amin Al Kurdi told wor-
shippers in a Friday sermon that Lebanese leaders
bore responsibility.

“Who is the criminal, who is the killer behind the
Beirut explosion?” he said. “Only God can protect,
not the corrupt ... The army only protects the lead-
ers.” Security forces fired tear gas at a crowd in
Beirut on Thursday, as anger boiled over at the rul-
ing elite, who have presided over an economic col-
lapse. The small crowd, some hurling stones,
marked a return to the kind of protests that had
become a feature of life as Lebanese watched their
savings evaporate and currency disintegrate, while
government decision-making floundered.

‘Where is the state?’
“There is no way we

can rebuild this house.
Where is the state?” said
Tony Abdou, an unem-
ployed 60-year-old. His
family home is in
Gemmayze, a district a
few hundred meters from
the warehouses where
2,750 tons of ammonium
nitrate were stored for
years near a densely pop-

ulated area. A security source and local media pre-
viously said the fire that caused the blast was ignit-
ed by welding work. 

Volunteers swept up debris from the streets of
Beirut, which still bears scars from a 1975-1990
civil war. “Do we actually have a government
here?” said taxi driver Nassim Abiaad, 66, whose
cab was crushed by wreckage as he was about to
get in. “There is no way to make money anymore.”
For many, the explosion was symptomatic of years
of neglect and corruption. “The problem is this
government and all governments before it,” said Dr
Mohammed Kalifa, 31.

Officials have said the blast, whose impact was
recorded hundreds of miles away, might have

caused losses amounting to $15 billion. That is a bill
Lebanon cannot pay after already defaulting on a
mountain of debt - exceeding 150% of economic
output - and with talks stalled on a lifeline from the
International Monetary Fund. Hospitals, many
heavily damaged as shockwaves ripped out win-
dows and ceilings, have been overwhelmed. “I lived
through part of the civil war. I saw people being
shot in front of me. But never has there been such a
horror,” said Dr. Assem Al Hajj at Beirut’s
Clemenceau hospital, which he said had treated
400 victims.

Hunting the missing
As exhausted rescuers combed wreckage to find

any survivors, grieving families camped outside the
port where their loved ones were last seen. Some

victims were hurled into the sea because of the
explosive force. “We would like to go inside the
port to look for my son but we can’t get permis-
sion,” said Elias Marouni, describing his son
George, a 30-year-old army officer.

One weeping mother called a prime-time TV
program to plead with authorities to find her son,
Joe. He was found hours later: dead. Dozens are
still unaccounted for. In Beirut’s Karantina district,
a Polish rescue team took a break near a once
three-storey building that was completely flat-
tened. One woman and her two teenage daughters
were killed, a neighbor said. Charbel Abreeni, who
trained port employees, showed Reuters pictures
on his phone of killed colleagues. He was sitting in
a church where the head of a Virgin Mary statue
was blown off. —Reuters

Hezbollah leader suggests negligence and corruption at fault

Lebanon sees possible ‘external 
interference’ in deadly port blast

BEIRUT: A handout picture obtained from Qatar’s Internal Security Force shows members of its search
and rescue unit assisting their Lebanese counterparts in seeking survivors on the site of a massive
blast at the Beirut port. —AFP

COVID-19 rages in 
small town in India, 
and so does stigma
MEERUT: Sarthak Anand says his neighbors treat-
ed him like a “criminal” when he got coronavirus, a
common experience in India’s vast hinterland
where the pandemic - and stigmatization - are now
raging. “Even though I have recovered fully, no one
wants to come near me,” Anand, a government
employee, told AFP outside his home in Meerut, a
northern Indian city home to 3.4 million people. On
Friday India’s official caseload passed two million,
and while previously metropolises like New Delhi
and Mumbai were the hotspots, smaller cities and
rural areas are now reporting sharp rises.

According to public health expert Preeti Kumar,
the probable reason is the return home of millions
of migrant workers who were left jobless by India’s
sudden lockdown imposed in March. “We are see-
ing the numbers rise especially in states like Bihar
and Uttar Pradesh, and with poorer healthcare sys-
tems, it is going to be a challenge,” Kumar told AFP.
The poor northern state of Uttar Pradesh, home to
roughly as many people as France, Germany and
Britain combined, has now seen the pandemic reach

almost every district, no matter how remote.
The state has recorded 100,000 cases. Its capi-

tal Lucknow is reporting more than 600 new infec-
tions every day, compared to only 100-150 just a
few days ago. But the official number may be a big
underestimate, experts say, with the real scale
potentially hugely under-reported because of
insufficient testing, and deaths not being properly
recorded. Uttar Pradesh has conducted an impres-
sive-sounding 2.8 million tests, according to a sen-
ior state official. But given its enormous population
of over 200 million people, this equates to just
14,000 tests per million. In the US state of Texas,
the rate is almost 10 times higher.

‘Social boycott’ 
Nationally, India has tested around 16,500 peo-

ple per million, compared to 190,000 in the United
States and 260,000 in Britain, according to a tally
by Worldometer. Apart from having one of the
world’s lowest rates of spending per capita on
health care, part of the reason is that coronavirus
sufferers often become pariahs.

This is particularly true in smaller conurbations
and in rural areas, where some two-thirds of
Indians live and where face masks and social dis-
tancing are rare sights. “A new disease with rela-
tively high levels of complications and mortality,
with accompanying directives on physical distanc-
ing, inevitably leads to fears, apprehensions and...

stigma,” said Rajib Kumar, who heads the Centre of
Social Medicine and Community Health at Delhi’s
Jawaharlal Nehru University. “There’s both the fear
of the disease as well as of isolation and quaran-
tine,” Kumar told AFP.

Anand in Meerut said that after becoming
infected, he submitted a list of colleagues he had
come in contact with to his office so that they could
get tested as well. “But some of them were so
angry,” he said. “Even my seat in office has been
changed. —AFP

MEERUT: A medical staff (left) takes a sample from a
man for a COVID-19 coronavirus test at Pyare Lal
Sharma district hospital in Meerut in Uttar Pradesh
state. —AFP

TikTok and WeChat: 
Chinese apps dogged 
by security fears
BEIJING: The United States has fired a new salvo in
its rivalry with China, ordering sweeping restric-
tions against Chinese-owned social media stars
TikTok and WeChat. Here are some key facts about
the platforms:

What is WeChat?
WeChat, known as “weixin” or micro-message in

Chinese, belongs to tech giant Tencent and has
grown to become ubiquitous in daily life across
China since its 2011 launch. It has more than a bil-
lion monthly users and is a “super app” used for
everything from messaging to ride-hailing and
mobile payments, while also serving as a social
media platform. Tencent surpassed Facebook’s net
worth after it became the first Asian firm to be val-
ued at more than $500 billion in 2017.

The Hong Kong-listed company now has a mar-

ket capitalization of HK$5.32 trillion ($686 billion),
compared with Facebook’s $756 billion. While
WeChat is available in various languages, its main
user base is in mainland China, where potential
rivals such as Facebook’s WhatsApp messaging
service are barred from competing. It is also a
widely used among the Chinese diaspora, and for-
eigners doing business in the country, to keep in
touch with people there. Tencent has shares in many
American companies, including electric-car maker
Tesla, social media company Snap, and top games
developers such as Riot Games, Epic Games and
Activision Blizzard.

Surveillance on WeChat
WeChat has been dogged by privacy concerns.

The platform censors content for all users regis-
tered with Chinese phone numbers, even if they go
abroad or switch to an international number,
according to a University of Toronto study from
2016. Another report from the same university in
May said accounts not registered in China were
also subject to “pervasive content surveillance”.
Chinese authorities routinely censor online content
and block Western websites such as Facebook,

Twitter and the New York Times. WeChat’s privacy
policy says the platform only shares user informa-
tion “where necessary” with governments and law
enforcement agencies. —AFP

WASHINGTON: In this photo illustration, comedian Sarah
Cooper’s page is displayed on the TikTok app. President
Donald Trump has signed an executive order that bans
any transactions between the parent company of
TikTok, ByteDance, and US citizens due to national
security reasons. —AFP

Rescuers hunt
for more 
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Ammonium nitrate: A 
fertilizer under scrutiny
STOCKHOLM: The storage of ammonium nitrate,
the substance behind the deadly explosion in the
port of Beirut on Tuesday, has come under increased
regulation in recent years to avoid involvement of the
ubiquitous product in accidents which, although rare,
can be devastating. 

Widely used and produced
The world’s annual production of ammonium

nitrate is over 20 million tons for fertilizers alone,

which means the amount that exploded in Beirut
(2,700 tons) is made almost every hour. Storing hun-
dreds or even thousands of tons in the same place is
frequent, and a single farmer can easily use several
tons a year. Analyst firm IHS says just over three
quarters of the world’s supply goes to agriculture as
a high-nitrogen fertilizer for crops. 

The rest, in a higher and more volatile concentra-
tion, is used for explosives, particularly in mining and
construction. The substance can be found in its natural
state,  particularly in Chile, where it used to be mined.
But it has been synthesized since the early 20th cen-
tury and is now almost exclusively produced in facto-
ries. Most agricultural use of the chemical-more than
70 percent-is in Europe and the former Soviet Union,
according to the International Fertilizer Association.

Accidents rare, but terrible 
There have been a few dozen accidents over the

past century, with appalling consequences. One of the
earliest, at a BASF plant in Oppau, Germany, resulted
in 561 deaths in 1921. In 1947, in Texas City, an explo-
sion of two ships in port carrying 3,500 tons killed
581 people.  Nearly half of the North Korean city of
Ryongchon, home to about 120,000 inhabitants, was
damaged in 2004 when two trains, one carrying petrol
and the other ammonium nitrate, collided. 

The collision caused a massive explosion that
killed 150 people, according to North Korea, or 161
people, according to relief organizations.  According
to a European Commission memo, accidents have
been recorded at production sites, warehouses and
during transport. —AFP


